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Adaptation vs. standardization in international marketing – the country-of-origin effect

Abstract

The literature on international marketing presents a confrontation between two mainstream schools of thought regarding international marketing. The one supports the standardization approach and argues that multinational companies’ behavior should be uniform to minimize total costs and promote a global corporate image. The other argues for the need for adaptation to fit the unique dimensions of each local market. This research investigates companies’ practical level of adaptation and standardization in international markets. It identifies the two approaches as coexisting and subsequently distills the findings of an extended literature review to determine the degree and nature of the country-of-origin effect in the process. The conclusions are that the effect has a universal and diachronic existence, though its manifestation into actual consumer attitudes and preferences varies considerably. The dissimilarity of consumer behavior both between and within individual markets is a result of specific combinations of collective and personal parameters. The findings are extrapolated and ultimately integrated in the Internationalization Factors Model to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the internationalization process.
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Introduction

Multinational companies (companies that compete in more than one country), in their aim to develop their business practices, increase profitability and overcome any problems related with the saturation of existing markers, expand their operations to overseas markets.

Within the field and literature of international marketing, when a company decides to begin marketing products abroad, a fundamental strategic decision is whether to use a standardized marketing mix (product, price, place, promotion, people, physical evidence, process management) and a single marketing strategy in all countries or whether to adjust the marketing mix and strategies to fit the unique dimensions of each local market. Some people see markets as becoming more similar and increasingly more global and believe that the key for survival is companies’ ability to standardize. Others point out the difficulties in using a standardized approach, and therefore support tailoring and market adaptation. However, literature quoting practical evidence suggests that companies make contingency choices, which relate to key determinants in each circumstance.

This research aims to investigate the practical complex relationship of the two extreme approaches (adaptation and standardization) and suggest methods and ways in determining the right level of integration. This will increase the understanding and knowledge of the integrated approach and develop models to guide multinational companies compete effectively and efficiently within the international marketing arena. Subsequently, the research will distill the findings of an extended literature review to determine the degree and nature of the country-of-origin effect in the process. The conclusions are that the effect has a universal and diachronic existence, though its manifestation into actual consumer attitudes and preferences varies considerably. The dissimilarity of consumer behavior both between and within individual markets is a result of specific combinations of collective and personal parameters. The findings are extrapolated and ultimately integrated in the Internationalization Factors Model to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the internationalization process.

1. Background literature and statement of the problem

As we look around us, all we seem to see in the wider marketing environment, is the confusion of change and the acceleration of uncertainty; a feeling currently intensified by the new millennium with all its promises – and threats – of epochal change. This confusion, change, and complexity are even greater within the international world-wide marketing environment.

The debate over the amount or extent of standardisation or adaptation is of long duration. Vrontis and Vignali (1999) comment that the debate on this came under discussion as early as 1961, with Elinder (1961) considering the idea with regard to world wide advertising. The early sixties first coined the term ‘global village’ that was further discussed by Roostal (1963) and Fatt (1964). Buzzell (1968) widened the debate by stating that it would encompass not just advertising, but the whole of the marketing mix.

Buzzell (1968) argues that in the past, dissimilarities among nations have led a multinational company to view and design its marketing planning in each country strictly as a local problem. However, the situation has changed, and the experiences of a growing number of multinational companies suggest that there are
real potential gains to consider when contemplating to standardize the marketing mix elements.

Supporters of standardization believe that consumers’ needs, wants and requirements do not vary across various markets and countries. They believe that the world is becoming increasingly more similar in both environmental and customer requirements, and no matter where they are consumers have the same demands. As they argue, standardization of the marketing mix elements and the creation of a single strategy for the entire global market promise lower costs as well as consistency with customers.

Levitt (1983) argues that well-managed companies have moved from emphasis on customizing items to offering globally standardized products that are advanced, functional, reliable and low priced. He also argues that multinational companies that concentrated on idiosyncratic consumer preferences have become “befuddled and unable to take in the forest because of the trees”. Only global companies will achieve long-term success by concentrating on what everyone wants rather than worrying about the details of what everyone thinks they might like. According to Levitt (1983) the globalization of markets is at hand. The global corporation operates with resolute constancy – at low relative cost – as if the entire world was a single entity; it sells the same things in the same way everywhere. With that, the international adaptation corporation which adjusts its products and practices in every market around the world – at high relative costs nears its end.

However, the above is opposed by supporters of the international adaptation approach, who react directly to the sweeping and somewhat polemic character of their argumentation. The contrary case argues that globalization seems to be as much an overstatement as it is an ideology and an analytical concept (Ruigrok and van Tulder, 1995). Lipman (1988) argues that the standardized marketing theory itself is bankrupt. Not only are cultural and other differences very much still in evidence, but marketing a single product one way everywhere can scare off customers, alienate employees, and blind a company to its customers’ needs.

The fundamental basis of the adaptation school of thought, is that the marketer is subject to a new set of macroenvironmental factors, to different constraints such as language, climate, race, topography, occupations, education, taste, and to quite frequent conflicts resulting from different laws, cultures, and societies (Czinkota and Ronkainen, 1998). It is evident that people in different countries speak different languages; rules and regulations differ across national borders; most countries drive on the right, but some drive on the left. In addition there are other factors such as climate, economic conditions, race, topography, political stability, and occupations. The most important source of constraints by far, and the most difficult to measure, are cultural differences rooted in history, education, religion, values and attitudes, manners and customs, aesthetics as well as differences in taste, needs and wants, economics and legal systems. Supporters of this approach believe that multinational companies should have to find out how they must adjust an entire marketing strategy and, including how they sell, distribute it, in order to fit new market demands. Altering and adjusting the marketing mix determinants and marketing strategy are essential and vital to suit local tastes, meet special market needs and consumers non-identical requirements (Yip, 1989; Koudelova and Whitelock, 2001; La-roche et al., 2001; Pae et al., 2001; Harris and Attour, 2003; Cho and Cheon, 2005).

Both schools of thought are sensible, logical and coherent, highlighting the advantages and benefits that a multinational company could gain by acquiring such an approach. However, it is acknowledged and appreciated that the extreme use of either approach is impractical. The truth lies in neither of these two polarized positions as both processes coexist.

It is argued that standardization and adaptation are not an all-or nothing proposition but a matter of degree. Heterogeneity among different countries does not allow standardization in an absolute power. On the other hand, the huge costs involved in the adaptation approach and the benefits of standardization fail to allow adaptation to be used extensively, as theoretically suggested. The question at hand is straightforward. When companies’ approach can fall anywhere on a spectrum, why the extreme views? (Quelch and Hoff, 1986; Kashani, 1989; Szymanski et al., 1993; Jeannet and Hennessey, 2001; Keegan, 2002; Ritzer, 2004; Zhang and Yoon, 2005; Kanso and Kitchen, 2004; Vrontis, 2005).

Prahalad and Yves Doz (1986), Vrontis (2003), Samiee et al. (2003) and Kanso and Nelson (2002) highlight the importance and necessity of both adaptation and standardization and support the argumentation that both concepts should be used simultaneously. However, it is acknowledged that theory that seeks to integrate both concepts is limited, offering a further impetus to the existence of the problem and the necessity of developing new theory to capture an integrated/middle approach.

2. Scope of the research
It is apparent that the debate on whether multinational companies should adapt or standardize international marketing behaviour is contradicting. For a multinational company to be successful it should incorporate
ingredients of both approaches. Multinational companies in their effort to be effective and enjoy as much as they can the benefits of both concepts, try, on the one hand, to standardize various marketing mix elements and marketing strategies but on the other hand, to enforce adaptation in order to maintain marketing orientation. Success is not dependent upon adaptation or standardization, but it depends upon merging the two and finding the right level of standardization and adaptation across the marketing mix elements and marketing strategies for each country.

This research hypothesizes that in practice multinational companies are not mutually exclusively adopting international adaptation or global standardization across their marketing mix elements, but seeking to identify the right level of integration that will allow them to achieve both customer satisfaction and organizational profitability. It investigates the complex relationship of adaptation and standardization and suggests methods and ways in determining the right level of integration. This will increase the understanding and knowledge of the integrated approach and develop new theory to aid marketing practitioners compete effectively and efficiently within the highly competitive international market place.

Specifically, the research objectives are:

1. To examine the hypothesis on that “multinational companies are not mutually exclusively adopting international adaptation or global standardization across their marketing mix elements”.
2. To identify the reasons that force marketing practitioners to adapt international marketing tactics.
3. To identify the reasons that force marketing practitioners to standardize international marketing tactics.
4. To identify the factors underlying objectives 2 and 3.
5. To develop a new approach to aid multinational companies to decide on the degree of standardization and adaptation and locate this within the current literature in global and international marketing management.
6. To investigate the country-of-origin effect through an extensive literature review and incorporate the findings into a comprehensive internationalization model.

This research sets out to help multinational companies and their marketing practitioners to identify and assess the degree of standardization and adaptation across their worldwide markets. The findings of this research aim to help multinational companies to decide on the level/degree of adaptation and standardization on their marketing tactics in different countries around the world, taking also into consideration the country-of-origin effect. Identifying and implementing the right internationalization approach would be highly beneficial for multinational companies, as it would help them achieve both customer satisfaction and organizational success.

3. Research methodology

The research methodology draws on the concepts of the research wheel (Wallace, 1971) outlining the deductive and inductive approaches.

The process of scientific discovery supposedly proceeds clockwise around the ‘wheel of science’. The researcher begins with theory. Using deductive reasoning, the researcher derives a testable hypothesis from the theory. Next the researcher decides on the appropriate method for testing the hypothesis. Then data are collected to test the hypothesis. Based on the results of data analysis, it is decided whether there is empirical support for the hypothesis. In the context of this study, the research approach relies on both deductive and inductive reasoning methods. Using the deductive method, secondary data were collected by an extensive review of the theory and literature including journals, articles, newspapers, magazines, books, on – and off – line databases. Primary research, described in more detail below, was collected by a questionnaire survey. Inductive reasoning is then necessary to analyze the data and reach the research results. The results aim to verify or reject the hypotheses and lead to the development of a new modelling approach and theorizing in international marketing.

A summary of the methodological approach is illustrated in Figure 1 below. This was arrived as a result of developing Wallace (1971) model in combining inductive and deductive strategies.

![Fig. 1. Combining inductive and deductive strategies – research methodology](image)

To generate all the relevant information required for the research aims, a questionnaire survey was believed to be the most appropriate method. This provided an insight into the behavior of different multinational companies, and allowed an in-depth comparison of their responses, taking into account their organizational characteristics, offerings and target markets.
It was decided to use a self-administered postal questionnaire. Self-administered questionnaires are completed by respondents. They have an advantage over interviewer-administered questionnaires as they allow respondents to give a considered rather than an immediate answer. Further, they allow the data to be analysed quantitatively, something that could not be achieved by the use of unstructured interviews and case studies.

As the field of this research study is international marketing, it was decided that the sampling unit should be comprised of UK multinational companies; that is companies that trade in more than one overseas market. Questionnaires were therefore posted to the biggest 500 UK multinational companies across five industrial sectors. The industrial sectors selected were manufacturing, services, transportation & communication, construction and retail & wholesale. Sampling procedure used falls at non-probability sampling and specifically within the category of purposive/judgement sample (Crouch and Housden, 1996).

The questionnaire encompassed both open and close-ended questions. The closed questions provided a number of alternative answers from which the respondent was instructed to choose, the open questions allowed respondents to give answers in their own way.

Dillman (1978) grouped the sorts of data that can be collected through questionnaires into four distinct types of variables. These variables are classified as attitudes, beliefs, behavior and attributes. The questionnaire for this research study has focused on behavior and attribute variables. Behavior variables record how respondents behave in international markets and the reasons associated with such behavior. It aimed to search on multinational companies’ tactical level of adaptation and standardization when crossing national borders. Attribute variables contain data about the respondents’ characteristics and they are best thought of as something a respondent possesses, rather than something a respondent does.

In constructing the questionnaire, the order and flow of original research questions were carefully considered. These have been presented in a way to be logical and coherent to the respondent. The questionnaire was also pre-coded to allow the classification of responses into analyzable and meaningful categories. In doing this, a numeric code was allocated to each category of a variable. This coding process was an essential step in preparing data for computer analysis.

Questionnaires were posted to marketing directors and they were kept anonymous. However, a confidential ID (identity) number allocated to different companies was added at the back of every questionnaire as a means of identification.

The administration of the actual questionnaire was very important. To encourage respondents to reply and maximize response rate, this research has undertaken three follow-ups.

Quantitative analysis and statistical tests were primarily performed by the aid of S.P.S.S. (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) and the complementary practice of Excel. In specific, statistical tests included ANOVA (analysis of variances) and chi-square ($\chi^2$) tests that were performed in order to identify significant differences between factors in comparing them with reasons and elements of the marketing mix. On the other hand, in qualitative evidence the researcher used words to describe situations, individuals, or circumstances surrounding a phenomenon. Qualitative analysis deriving from open-ended questions established the reasons why multinational companies behave the way they do.

Saunders et al. (1997) suggested that a response rate of approximately 30% is considered reasonable for self-administered postal questionnaires. This is backed up by Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) who state that a reasonable response rate for postal questionnaires is between 20-40%. The response rate for this study was 24.8%. Out of these 500 companies, the number of usable respondents was 124. This indicates a response rate of 24.8%, which was sufficient for statistical analysis to continue.

4. Research results

Research results illustrated that UK multinational companies use both adaptation and standardization across their marketing mix elements. Table 1 deals with the elements and sub-elements of the marketing mix and illustrates their level of importance in relation to standardization and adaptation.

The statistical results illustrate that there is a variable approach across international marketing behavior (marketing mix elements) and that adaptation and standardization are not mutually exclusive. This contradicts the two extreme schools of thought, illustrated in the literature, and apparently verifies the hypothesis (objective 1) of this research.

In dealing with the second objective, it was necessary to identify the reasons that force marketing practitioners to adapt international marketing tactics.
Table 1. Tactical behavior (percentage and mean)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element researched</th>
<th>Average rating</th>
<th>Mean (%)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>% Standardization</th>
<th>% Neutral</th>
<th>% Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product/service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand name</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size and colour varieties</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging, styling</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-sales service</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-sales service, warranties</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product or service variety, design, features</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery, installation</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mean</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount allowances, payment period, credit terms</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price levels, list price, price changes</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mean</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place/distribution</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal selling</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public relations</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales promotions</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average mean</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical evidence</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process management</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that UK multinational companies tailor their marketing tactics in overseas markets for a number of different reasons. Marketing practitioners who undertake this approach stated these reasons and their cross-comparison and quantitative analysis has presented them in order of importance, as reported by respondents. This is illustrated in Table 2. The percentage in the right column of the table represents the level of importance associated with each reason.

Table 2. Reasons for adapting and their level of importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Reasons in order of importance</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Market development</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Laws</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Economic differences</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sociological considerations</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Differences in customer perceptions</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Technological considerations</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Political environment</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Level of customer similarity</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Marketing infrastructure</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Differences in physical conditions</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to objective 3, a number of reasons force marketing practitioners to standardize marketing tactics. Again, comparing the statements of interviewees it is apparent that multinational companies are aware of the benefits associated with global standardization. Consequently, when crossing borders, UK multinational companies standardize a number of marketing tactics. The underlying reasons for behaving as such are illustrated in Table 3. Table 3 outlines the factors researched and it presents them in order of importance, as reported by respondents. As shown, research analysis pointed out that the most important reasons for standardizing are global uniformity and image, economies of scale and synergistic and transferable experience. Consistency with consumers, easier planning and control and stock cost reduction are of less importance.

Table 3. Reasons for standardizing and their level of importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Reasons in order of importance</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Global uniformity and image</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Economies of scale in production, R&amp;D and promotion</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Synergetic and transferable experience and efficiency</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Consistency with the mobile consumer</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Easier planning and control</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stock costs reduction</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to the fourth objective, it was necessary to examine the factors affecting the level of integration and the degree of adaptation and standardization. Therefore, this study identified nine factors (and their influencing elements) that were found to have a profound influence on international tactical behavior and are described as critical in identifying
the level of tactical integration in relation to international adaptation and standardization. These are the following:
1. Type of product (good or service) sold.
2. Type of customers (that the product is sold to).
3. Industrial sector (that the company is trading/competing in).
4. Entry methods (used in different countries).
5. Parent company’s relationship with foreign subsidiaries.
6. Company’s total amount of world-wide turnover.
7. Total number of continents (that the company trades in).
8. Amount of delegated authority (given by parent company to subsidiaries).
9. Company’s worldwide number of employees.

It is therefore evident that even though international adaptation and global standardization of marketing tactics do take place, and can bring benefits, the decision on tactical behavior is not a dichotomous one between complete standardization and customization. The choice concerning these two polarized positions is a matter of degree.

Figures 1 (see Appendix) and 2 summarize findings of this research in a visual and comprehensive way. They illustrate the reasons why UK multinational companies adapt (Figure 1, see Appendix) and standardize (Figure 2) their marketing mix elements in international markets. They outline the underlying reasons that enforce international adaptation or/and global standardization over the multinational companies’ tactical approach.

Fig. 2. Why do UK multinational companies standardize?

5. The country-of-origin effect
5.1. Background literature review. The rising importance of the global market over the past 40 years has brought on an increase of interest into the causes of competitive advantage of one product over another. Among the many factors believed to have an impact on international competitiveness, that of the country-of-origin is of considerable relative weight and great interest (Al Sulaiti and Baker, 1998).

Morello (1984) describes the emergence of the country-of-production image: ‘Before 1918 nobody knew where the products came from. That year Germany lost in the First World War. In order to punish the German industry and at the same time warn European consumers, German producers were required to label their every exported product with a ‘Made in Germany’ mark. Soon it became a sign of quality.’ As early as 1962 researchers stated that “made-in”, as a fifth element of the marketing mix, can have a
tremendous influence on the acceptance and success of a product over and above the specific advertising and marketing techniques used’ (Dichter, 1962). Following the intense business internationalization and globalization, products’ country-of-origin image has become one of the key factors in creating and maintaining competitive advantage. This is even truer for products and services with which consumers are less familiar (Da Silva, 1999).

Despite consumers’ frequent and numerous remarks that a product’s country-of-origin is not important (Papadopoulos and Heslop, 1993; Hugstad and Durr, 1986) they will readily use country-of-origin as an important factor in quality evaluation. This is markedly so with such products as cars, household appliances, computer technology, apparel, cosmetics and similar. Therefore, it is not surprising that a number of studies undertaken in the past thirty years corroborates the hypothesis that country-of-origin image influences a purchase decision, since it is a concept which reflects and describes basic consumers’ perceptions of the quality of a product coming from a certain country and people from that respective country. The most frequently used definition of the country-of-origin image is that which defines it as ‘the picture, the reputation, the stereotype that businessmen and consumers attach to products from a certain country’ (Johansson, 2000).

Products from positive image countries are perceived as being of higher quality compared to those from negative image countries and which are therefore underrated. Negative country image sets a barrier to entering and positioning in the international market, while a positive one facilitates business internationalization. Products’ image, is created by way of product’s cues or information about products, country-of-origin being one of them. Cues can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic cues are those product attributes that are intrinsic to the product in the sense that they cannot be changed or manipulated without changing the physical characteristics of the product. Examples of intrinsic cues are design, taste, sound, fit, and shape. Extrinsic cues comprise attributes which are not physical (Olson and Jacoby, 1983). Some examples of extrinsic cues are brand name, packaging concept, store image, price. Country-of-origin may be classified as an extrinsic cue since the ‘made in’ label can be removed from a product without altering its physical characteristics (Eroglu and Machleit, 1988).

The image of countries, in their role as origins of products, is one of the extrinsic cues that may become part of a product’s total image (Papadopoulos and Heslop, 1993). The two most frequently cited models used to explain the influence of country-of-origin image on product’s quality evaluation are the “Halo Model” (Johansson et al., 1985) and “The Summary Construct Model” (Min Han, 1990). The Halo hypothesis suggests that consumers rely on country-of-origin image only when unfamiliar with products. Johansson et al. provided proof for it when they conducted a multidimensional research into car properties (price, safety, horse-power, country-of-origin, etc.) from the USA, Japan and Germany. Their results showed that in this particular case there occurred no country-of-origin effects. It corroborated the thesis that the effects of country-of-origin image may be used only as a surrogate when respondents lack sufficient knowledge of products. On the other hand, consumers familiar with a specific product class will rely less on the ‘made in’ label. Furthermore, favorable or unfavorable experience with products or brands from a particular country may distort evaluations of other products or brands from the same country (Johansson et al., 1985).

Min Han advocates the Summary Construct Model. This comprises a file of information about various brands from one country that consumers develop over time. Such a file, stored in the consumer’s memory in the form of an overall evaluation of products from a certain country, is used every time when a certain country’s brand is being evaluated. Min Han asserts that when consumers are not familiar with a country’s product, they infer product information from country image and beliefs that stem from experience and learning (Min Han, 1990). Placing this in the context of apparel, a hypothesis may be formed that when consumers are not familiar with apparel from a particular country, their perception of the product will be influenced by the total of beliefs regarding that country and/or that country’s products.

In the first recorded research ever into country-of-origin image, Schooler (1965) proved that there was an influence of country-of-origin image on consumers’ perception of product quality (Schooler, 1965). Schooler and Sunoo (1969) tried to examine consumers’ perception of Asian, African, Latin American and European products. 320 American students expressed their views of apparel from different continents. The conclusion of the study was that there was no bias against products bearing a regional origin label. In 1971 Schooler undertook a research into consumers’ perception of products coming from different countries and regions (the USA, West Germany, Czechoslovakia, Chile, India, Nigeria, North America, Asia, Latin America). Results obtained from a sample of 866 adult Americans showed that consumers valued products of Germany more than those from Asia and India, while products of the USA were rated better than those of Western Europe. Schooler concluded further attitudes and
used this study to support the hypothesis of the influence of country-of-origin image on consumers’ perception of product quality and to deduce some evidence of socio-demographic differences among consumers regarding the importance of country-of-origin image (Schooler, 1971).

Gaedeke tried to examine the opinion of US consumers towards imported products from different developing countries and the USA. Results obtained from a research on 200 respondents (students) showed that American products were rated the highest, while products from developing countries were rated lower. The research lent support to stereotypes about consumers perceiving products of developing countries to be of lower quality (Gaedeke, 1973).

Dornoff et al. (1974) tried to examine consumers’ perceptions of imported products and the influence of socio-economic characteristics on consumers’ perceptions. The research was done on 400 American respondents and on various types of products. The study showed that American consumers were neutral towards French fashion merchandise, that no differences existed among the males’ and females’ opinions and that more educated consumers are more in favor of imported products (Dornoff et al., 1974).

Darling and Kraft researched the impact of the ‘made in’ label on Finnish consumers. The research on 303 Finnish respondents showed that there existed a striking ethnocentrism with Finnish consumers in all categories of products (Darling and Kraft, 1977). Baumgartner and Jolibert tried to measure French consumers’ perception of their own country’s products’ quality and those imported from different countries: the USA, Germany and Great Britain. A sample of 108 French respondents showed that French consumers had a very strong preference for ‘made in France’ products (Baumgartner and Jolibert, 1977).

Niffenegger et al. (1980) investigated the product images of American, French and British products among British retail managers. A sample of 92 professional British retail managers was used to measure their vision of products in terms of price, value, advertising, reputation, design, style and consumer profile. The study indicated considerable differentiation in the perception of quality, technical advancement and price, and further indicated demographic trends of perception. Furthermore, their study (Niffenegger et al., 1980) showed there existed ethnocentrism among British consumers and a bias towards their domestic products.

Kaynak and Cavusgil (1983) examined Canadian consumers’ opinion of products from 25 different countries. The study on a sample of 197 Canadian consumers showed that country-of-origin image might function as a surrogate when there is a lack of information about products, including apparel. The research showed that the less is known about the brand and product the greater impact origin-of-product has on a consumer’s decision to buy. Hugstad and Durr (1986) investigated the importance of country of manufacture to American consumers through a sample of 341 American consumers. The study showed that they were most apprehensive towards products from China, Korea and Taiwan, that is to say, they considered them to be unreliable in terms of product quality. On the other hand, they perceived apparel of their own country to be of the highest quality.

Heslop and Wall examined the differences between males and females on the basis of country-of-origin product image. A total of 635 respondents in Canada were asked to evaluate the quality of products from thirteen different countries. The results indicated the ethnocentrism of Canadian consumers and supported the stereotype regarding the quality of Italian products and the risk involved with Eastern Europe and the Far East products (Heslop and Wall, 1985). Al-Hammed (1988) investigated the Saudi Arabian consumers and resellers’ attitudes towards different types of products from different countries. The results on a sample of 300 consumers and 193 Saudi resellers showed price to be the most important attribute to be considered when buying all kinds of products.

Ettenson et al. tried to examine the effect of country-of-origin image in relation to a ‘made in’ campaign. The study was based on 55 students at the University of Maryland where the respondents were asked to assess the importance of the attributes of style, cut, fabric quality, content, price and brand when deciding to purchase apparel. All the products were American and respondents were administered the questionnaire before and after the introduction of the ‘made in the USA’ campaign. The results of the study demonstrated that contrary to previous findings, the effect of country-of-origin was relatively small both before and after the launching of that campaign. From these findings it can be concluded that price and quality may have a stronger effect on consumer than country-of-origin information. Furthermore, the authors suggested that clothing retailers should be cautious in using patriotic themes in promotion since their effectiveness need not necessarily be positive (Ettenson et al., 1988).

Khachaturian and Morganosky investigated consumers’ quality perceptions of apparel from different countries. The results largely corroborated previous researches’ findings in relation to consumer percep-
tions: clothing made in the USA and Italy was perceived as having the highest quality, specialized stores received the highest ratings, while the authors concluded that associating a brand with less industrialized countries could potentially lower its quality image (Khachaturian and Morganosky, 1990).

Patterson and Tai (1991) examined country-of-origin impact on Australian consumers and their results were largely in agreement with the majority of studies presented above.

Wall et al. determined the effects of country-of-origin when combined with brand name and price on consumers’ evaluation of quality, risk, value and likelihood of purchase. The authors examined 40 Canadian respondents’ opinions of apparel quality from Canada, Hong Kong, Italy, South Korea, Taiwan and the USA. The results indicated that country-of-origin was related to the assessment of product quality, but when it came to evaluating purchase likelihood, country-of-origin seemed not to be important (Wall et al., 1991).

Liefeld et al. studied the effect on two different products taking into account both intrinsic and extrinsic cues. A sample of 326 Canadian respondents was chosen to measure the importance of extrinsic (country-of-origin, price, brand name) and intrinsic cues (appearance, content, design). The results revealed that extrinsic cues varied in importance depending on the products (Liefeld et al., 1993).

Smith tried to examine American consumers’ perceptions towards manufactured goods that were labelled regionally. On a sample of 224 American students the author determined consumers’ perceptions towards products made in Africa, Latin America, Asia and Western Europe. The results of the study showed that Asian products were rated better than others, while African and Latin American were rated better than those from Western Europe. This study’s findings substantially differed from the ones in almost all previous researches (Smith, 1993).

Lin and Sternquist (1994) investigated the effects of information cues, country-of-origin and store prestige on Taiwanese consumers’ perception of quality and price. The sample consisted of 265 Taiwanese consumers and it was shown that the country-of-origin was the only cue that influenced the Taiwanese consumers’ perception of sweater quality, though the country-of-origin did not influence the Taiwanese consumers’ perception of price.

Beaudoin et al. (1998) conducted research to determine if young trend setters and fashion followers differed in their attitudes depending on products being imported or domestic (the USA). They showed that trend setters were more in favor of imported products.

Goudge and Ivanov (1999) conducted a study in FYROM to examine the effects of country-of-origin image, brand name and price on consumers’ behavior. In this study the authors showed that the strength of a powerful global brand name is insufficiently strong to reduce the negative impact of country-of-origin image of a developing country.

Kaynak et al. (2000) examined Bangladeshi consumers’ perceptions of the quality of products imported from nine countries and Bangladesh. The study was conducted on a sample of 196 respondents from the capital of Bangladesh and showed that country-of-origin image has a significant impact on Bangladeshi consumers’ perception of product quality.

Archarya and Elliot (2001) examined the effects of country of production, country of design, price and brand name on consumers’ quality perception and purchase intention. A complex multifactor analysis examined 248 Australian respondents’ opinions of these elements in relation to a number of products from different countries. Once more, the study results showed that country-of-origin also plays a decisive part in consumers’ perception of product quality, as well as their decision to purchase.

5.2. Conclusion – the principal elements that form the country-of-origin effect. The above literature review provides overall a set of ten major elements that affect the degree to which the country-of-origin effect influences consumers’ perceptions of quality etc. These are:

- experience;
- knowledge;
- stereotypes;
- ethnocentrism;
- political and/or cultural relationship between country-of-origin and country-of-purchase;
- general country-of-origin image;
- specific-to-product-in-question country-of-origin image;
- brand image;
- country-of-purchase political, social and economic factors;
- target segment specifics.

Irrespective, though, of the degree to which these perceptions adhere to reality, perceptions are ultimately the consumers’ subjective realities. Therefore they are principal factors in the consumer purchase and pre-purchase-evaluation-of-alternatives stages of the decision making process, and should play a critical role in the design of international companies’ marketing strategy and approach.
6. The internationalization factors model – incorporating the country-of-origin effect

In summary, this research examined a number of reasons that ‘pull’ tactical behavior (marketing mix elements – 7P’s) towards adaptation and standardization. Research results identified that these hold a different level of importance for UK multinational companies based on a number factors related to the organizational and operational characteristics of every individual company. Reasons are seen as those behavioral aspects pulling multinational companies tactical behavior towards the one or the other side of the continuum, while factors are those determinants affecting the behavior and the importance of the reasons pulling it.

At the same time the findings regarding the “country-of-origin effect” show that it has a universal and diachronic existence, though its manifestation into actual consumer attitudes and preferences varies considerably. The dissimilarity of consumer behavior both between and within individual markets is a result of specific combinations of collective and personal parameters. The review of existing research on this phenomenon has surfaced ten specific elements that affect consumers’ perception of quality and consequently their purchase intention.

Therefore, this research has identified three distinct groups of forces/elements that substantially affect the internationalization processes of companies: the Adaptation set, the Standardization set and the Country-of-origin set. These are combined and comprehensively presented in Figure 2 (see Appendix), along with the relationship between reasons and factors, and their effect on tactical marketing behavior.

Conclusions and implications

The recurrent theme in international marketing in whether companies should aim for a standardized or country-tailored marketing approach is very much debated in the academic literature and is a concern for every multinational company and marketing practitioner. On one hand it has been argued that the global market has become homogenized that multinational companies can market their products and services the same all over the world by using identical strategies with resultant lower costs and higher margins. On the other hand, some observers emphasize the obvious dissimilarities between the markets of various countries, especially those for consumer goods and argue in favor of using international differentiated marketing programs.

This research developed the Internationalization Factors Model that serves as a mechanism to aid marketers to decide on the level of integration. Multinational companies should not treat the world as one single market. They should undertake market research and determine their customers, their needs and wants. They should get to know their customers and understand their problems. Equally, they need to identify their unique external environmental constraints and benefits of standardization. Each element and sub-element of the marketing mix and market have to be studied on their own merits and shortcomings. Applying generally preconceived ideas for or against standardization and adaptation is not very helpful, as in practice the level of integration necessary has to be applied in ways that take account of given circumstances.

It is anticipated that the findings of this research carry implications not only for the literature but also for international marketing practitioners. As this research was based upon the practical experience and behavior of UK multinational companies, marketing practitioners can use its results as a means of comparing their current behavior with that of other similar companies. This observation will enable them to take corrective action and lead to the further development of the approach that they currently use.

It is advised that marketing practitioners undertake first an internal and external environmental analysis to identify a company’s organizational position and industrial obstacles in a single market. The benefits deriving from globalization should also be considered. The outcome of this research provides marketing directors and managers with an overview of what influences marketing behavior in international markets. On the basis of the research, marketing practitioners will be better able to identify the importance of the reasons, factors and elements of the marketing mix and any difference between them relevant to their situation. An understanding and consideration of the above could benefit and aid UK multinational companies in formulating international marketing planning and implementing marketing strategy and tactics.

The identification and implementation of the right degree of integration are essential as it increases the chance for multinational companies to remain competitive and marketing orientated within their industrial structure and international marketing arena. A detailed in-depth consideration of the Internationalization Factors Model could increase organizational cost effectiveness without undermining consumer requirements and other micro and macro-environmental constraints micro-evident in the situation analysis. Furthermore, the comprehensive approach that includes the country-of-origin effect, allows a more realistic incorporation of the vital marketing element of consumer perception. The model arms international companies not only with a mechanism for theoretical comprehensions but also with an adaptable practical tool for planning and implementation of international marketing strategies.
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**Appendix**
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**Fig. 1. Why do UK multinational companies adapt?**
Fig. 2. The internationalization factors model